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Abstract—In this paper, we demonstrate that it is feasible to conduct high-fidelity multi-axis force control motor neuroimaging experiments in humans using a novel five degree-of-freedom Haptic fMRI interface (HFI-5). We demonstrate that HFI-5 supports high fidelity force and torque control for all its axes. In addition, it minimizes the force-to-torque coupling induced by its closed chain kinematic structure. HFI-5 has low backdrive friction, which improves its haptic transparency. While the device is large and consequently flexible, a linear model can correct kinematic accuracies due to device deflection. Resulting position error measurements are similar in scale to human hand jitter, and are thus satisfactory. To test HFI-5’s efficacy, we performed force perception and force discrimination tests with it on four human subjects. The test revealed that humans could readily perceive forces above 1N and could discern forces that were about 33% apart. As such, HFI-5’s force range ($x:\pm 16.36N; y:\pm 4.62N; z:\pm 6.0N$; passively gravity compensated) can support a wide variety of forces that are perceptible and distinguishable. Finally, we performed ten fMRI scans with a human subject who performed a visually guided force-control experiment. Temporal noise patterns in fMRI measurements matched the fMRI baseline (0.8%), which demonstrates that HFI-5’s electromagnetic motors do not introduce substantial noise. HFI-5 is thus ready to be used in motor neuroimaging experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efforts to combine haptics and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) for studying the brain’s motor system have led to the development of a variety of fMRI-compatible haptic interfaces [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. These “Haptic fMRI” interfaces allow researchers to overcome the workspace limitations of the confined MRI scanner by using virtual simulation [11], [12], [13], [14]. In addition, they allow precise measurement of human motor control, which is necessary to construct high fidelity models of the neural response and take advantage of high-resolution fMRI measurements (mm, sec) [15], [16].

Past research efforts in Haptic fMRI have been multifaceted, focusing on low-level MRI-compatible actuation and sensing, on adapting existing haptic interfaces for fMRI, or on engineering novel devices. Actuator research has studied electro-active polymers [17], pneumatics [1], [19], or long cables with dynamic models to improve performance [20]. Efforts to repurpose existing devices include using a shielded PHANTOM [5], [21]. Finally novel devices include a pneumatic planar manipulandum [1], a wrist device [10], and a family of electromagnetically actuated devices [7], [9]. A common problem faced by all approaches is that it is challenging to develop Haptic fMRI interfaces that allow high fidelity force control [9] while supporting natural motions [22], [7], [23] spanning the MRI workspace. Another common problem is precisely identifying the sources of noise introduced by Haptic fMRI devices [24], [9]. Finally, no existing device supports more than three degrees-of-freedom (DOF).

Here, we present a novel device, Haptic fMRI Interface 5 (HFI-5; Fig. 1), a five DOF electromagnetically actuated fMRI-compatible haptic interface that supports translation and rotation across the entire MRI workspace. HFI-5 supports high fidelity force error ($F_{x-err} < 0.15N$, $F_{y-err}, F_{z-err} < 0.8N$) and torque error ($\Gamma_{x-err} < 0.008N\text{m}$, $\Gamma_{z-err} < 0.02N$) and effectively decouples forces and torques at the end-effector (force-to-torque coupling.
ally guided force-control experiment. First we studied how subjects, a force perception experiment and an fMRI visu-

jitter ($\approx 0.046 \text{Nm}$ for z-axis forces to x-axis torques, and $< 0.0121 \text{Nm}$ for z-axis forces to x-axis torques). (C) Torque control is similarly reliable and accurate across a range of torques for the actuated axes (x, z). The torque-to-force coupling error is indicated with circles and is small: $< 0.165 \text{N}$ for x-axis torques to z-axis forces, and $< 0.147 \text{N}$ for z-axis torques to x-axis forces. (D) The force control error for controlled axes. (E) The estimated torque control error for controlled axes. The larger x-axis torque errors are a consequence of larger errors in x-axis force control. Error bars indicate 99%ile bootstrap confidence intervals for both plots.

Fig. 3. Backdrive Friction for HFI-5: (A). The minimum force required to produce a translation along each axis direction. (B). The estimated minimum torque required to produce a translation along each axis direction. Error bars indicate 99%ile bootstrap confidence intervals for both plots.

humans perceived forces generated by HFI-5 by applying a sequence of force tests where one force was larger than the other. Humans reliably perceived forces larger than $\sim 1\text{N}$, and could distinguish between forces that were about 33% different in magnitude. HFI-5’s steady-state force-generation abilities (x: $\pm 16.36\text{N}$; y: $\pm 4.62\text{N}$; z: $\pm 6.9\text{N}$; passively gravity compensated) indicate that the device supports a wide variety of forces that are perceptible and distinguishable. Finally, we tested HFI-5’s performance in a series of ten fMRI scans where the subject performed a visually guided force-control task. Recorded temporal noise patterns were close to the fMRI baseline ($\sim 0.8\%$ noise-to-signal), indicating that HFI-5 is suitable for studying force control in the human brain.

II. FIVE AXIS FORCE CONTROL

HFI-5 uses electromagnetic motors (z-axis, Maxon 370356; x- and y-axis, Maxon 148877) and supports open-loop force control through analog-amplifier current control (Copley Controls, model 4122). Since placing any electronic subsystems inside the MRI-room causes strong electromagnetic interference, the control system requires large analog current lines ($> 4\text{m}$ long). This can cause instabilities in the current controller and thus reduce the fidelity of the force control. As such, we conducted extensive tests to calibrate force control and made suitable adjustments that ensured low force-generation error.

We tested HFI-5’s force-generation ability with a sequence of axis-by-axis tests (Fig. 2). Forces were measured with a precise single-axis force sensor (resolution, $\sim 10\text{mN}$; see Appendix for details). Measurements indicated that force output was accurate and highly linear for all translation axes. We estimated torque errors by sampling errors from the bootstrap linear force error distribution [25], and transformed those errors into torque errors with a closed-chain kinematic model at the end-effector gimbal. This allowed us to identify how force errors produced torque errors (see Fig. 2, B), and estimate torque generation (see Fig. 2, C). As with force-generation, torque-generation was accurate and linear.

We note that the x-axis force-generation error is larger than the other axes because of the device’s kinematic structure. The long arms deflect along the z-axis under their own weight, which makes the actual x-axis direction differ
Finally, force-generation may vary by axis direction due to forces in z-axis torques due to the kinematics. As such, we computed error estimates and confidence intervals for each axis Jacobian is somewhat error prone. Errors in x-axis from the estimated direction. As a consequence, the x-axis forces are reflected in z-axis torques due to the kinematics. Finally, force-generation may vary by axis direction due to anisotropic friction and motor winding effects. As such, we computed error estimates and confidence intervals for each axis and each direction separately (see Fig. 2. D, E).

III. FRICTION ESTIMATION

While the open-loop force error upper bounds friction from the motors to the end-effector, completely characterizing friction for a haptic device also requires testing the "backdrive" friction levels associated with producing motion at the end-effector (Fig. 3). We did so by applying a force at the HFI-5 end-effector gimbal with a linear-spring deflection scale (see Appendix for details) and noting the point at which either (or both) HFI-5 arms moved. To compensate for changes in grasp position, we sampled the backdrive friction at many different points across the end-effector (see Appendix for details).

The measured end-effector backdrive friction was, surprisingly, substantially larger than the open-loop force-generation errors (see Fig. 3). We attribute this to the device’s closed-chain kinematics and flexibility. While backdriving the device, we noted that the elastic deformation due to flexibility caused the force application plane to be misaligned with the device drivetrain (capstan) plane. This, combined with the closed chain gimbal, meant that internal forces in the device kinematics compensated part of the applied end-effector forces. This effect, however, can not be avoided without substantially improving z-axis flexibility (a future goal). In contrast, the actual drivetrain produces no internal forces since the base is not flexible, which leads to lower force-generation errors.

Finally, our manual backdrive-and-observe method introduces errors in both force application direction as well as measurement. The linear spring had a lower resolution than our force sensor. However, we could not use the force sensor for measuring backdrive friction since motion transients interfered with its measured force. Given experimental constraints, we suggest that the estimated backdrive friction values should primarily be interpreted as upper bounds. It is highly likely that the actual backdrive friction is much lower.

IV. DEVICE FLEXIBILITY MODELING

HFI-5 is large, lightweight, and made of non-ferromagnetic metals, plastics, and composites. As such, it is flexible along the x-, y-, and z-axes. Device flexibility introduces systematic errors in estimating end-effector kinematics while applying forces. We empirically characterized this deflection as a function of applied force (Fig. 4).

We found that the flexibility along the x- and y-axes was substantially lower than the z-axis. This upper-bounds the stiffness the device can project in a haptic simulation (see Fig. 4). In addition, when applying forces across HFI-5’s range, the device’s flexibility causes position errors that are larger than the steady-state hand-position-holding jitter for humans (~0.5cm [23]). The errors in measurement accuracy thus could prove to be an experimental confound for motor neuroimaging experiments.

To overcome device flexibility, we developed a linear deformation model that corrects the kinematic estimates while applying forces (see Appendix for details). Our model successfully lowered the position error for all three axes (see Fig. 4, colored circles). While x- and y-axes exhibited little deflection to begin with, the z-axis position estimates improved dramatically. We note that improving this estimate also helps improve the estimate of the force projection Jacobian, which consequently reduces force-generation error.

V. FORCE PERCEPTION

Having calibrated HFI-5’s force-generation, identified friction properties, and corrected for device flexibility, we proceeded to an experiment that tested how subjects perceived haptic forces (Fig. 5). We selected a paired-force experiment design where subjects held HFI-5 and were subjected to a sequence of force-pairs (see Appendix for details). The experiment had two goals: first, to identify the threshold at which subjects start perceiving applied forces; and second, to determine how well subjects could distinguish between applied forces. A randomized sequence of force-pairs helped ensure that subjects were not overtrained, which can render measured results uninterpretable. Force magnitudes were selected along a range that allowed subjects to perform the entire sequence (300 force-pairs) in one sitting, and without getting excessively tired.

We conducted the paired-force experiment on four human subjects (see Appendix for details) and found that all subjects had similar patterns of force perception (see Fig. 5. A). It is clear that forces above 1N can be readily perceived by all subjects. As such, experiments conducted with HFI-5 should involve forces > 1N.

Finally, we tested the ability of human subjects to distinguish between the two forces in a pair. This is important...
Fig. 5. Human Force Perception with HFI-5: (A) Data from four human subjects indicating haptic forces that were perceived (green circles) or not (red stars) while holding HFI-5. The experiment involved feeling two different forces in a sequence. Subjects could indicate both, one, or none perceived. Subjects can perceive forces above 1N, though they occasionally detect forces even at the force-error threshold (0.2 N). (B) Applied forces (left; black) were sampled uniformly along the shown directions with different magnitudes. The difference between successive forces (right; blue) were similarly sampled along the directions shown. (D) Subject performance at determining which force in the pair was larger as a function of the ratio of the two forces. Subject performance converges to chance (50%) when the forces are similar. Subjects perform fairly well (>75%) when forces differ more than 33%. It is noteworthy that subjects have a bias towards feeling that the second force is larger (the graph minima are above 1).

since while designing a force-based motor neuroimaging experiment, the experimenter should select a set of force levels that are discriminable. To analyze discriminability, we sorted force pairs by the ratio of the first to second force, then binned forces above 1N, though they occasionally detect forces even at the force-error threshold (>0.2N). (B) Applied forces (left; black) were sampled uniformly along the shown directions with different magnitudes. The difference between successive forces (right; blue) were similarly sampled along the directions shown. (D) Subject performance at determining which force in the pair was larger as a function of the ratio of the two forces. Subject performance converges to chance (50%) when the forces are similar. Subjects perform fairly well (>75%) when forces differ more than 33%. It is noteworthy that subjects have a bias towards feeling that the second force is larger (the graph minima are above 1).

Fig. 6. fMRI Noise Tests for a Force Control Experiment: (A) A volume of a subject’s brain was scanned. The volume was divided into 26 fMRI slices (2.5mm thick). (B) A volumetric reconstruction of the subject’s brain shows the regions scanned in three dimensions. (C) The experiment involved controlling x-axis forces (3.25, 4.5, 5.75N) at the end-effector. (D) Temporal noise levels shown in a heatmap for ten fMRI scans. All slices are shown in an image grid (pixel resolution, 2.5 × 2.5 mm²). The baseline temporal noise level (0.8%, when a subject is sleeping) is marked on the colorbar.

human applying large forces with random force transients was most likely to interfere with fMRI measurements. As such, we chose a visually guided force control experiment.

Our experiment design required subjects to hold HFI-5’s handle and stare at a computer screen (through a mirror) while in the MRI. By default the screen was grey, which indicated to subjects that they should relax and stay still. At random, the screen would turn light blue indicating that subjects should apply a +x force (towards their chin from their navel). As subjects applied force, the screen turned deeper blue, and finally green (stable point). If the force applied was too large, the screen turned red. Forces were applied with an impedance field (262.5N/m). Subjects randomly applied a variety of such forces over the course of ten scans, each of which was six and a half minutes long.

We conducted the experiment for a healthy right handed male human (Subject F3), and performed ten scans of a region of the brain that included pre-motor (planning), motor [26], [16], [27], somatosensory (tactile perception) [28], parietal (grasping) [29], and visual [30] cortex (see Fig. 6. A, B). On analyzing the temporal noise patterns (see Appendix for details) of all the recorded voxels, we found that noise levels were close to baseline noise (0.8% of signal) for all ten scans. This indicated that HFI-5 does not indicate with fMRI measurements. We also plotted the relevant voxels on an inflated 3D model of the brain for clarity (Fig. 7; see Appendix for plotting details).
VII. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we present a novel electromagnetically actuated five-DOF Haptic fMRI interface, HFI-5. We present results indicating that HFI-5 supports high fidelity forces at its five axes, that it has low friction, and that a model based approach can correct kinematic estimation errors due to device flexibility. We used HFI-5 to perform force perception and force discrimination tests on four human subjects. The results we obtained can help guide fMRI experiment design. Finally, we performed ten human visually guided force-calibration runs to test HFI-5's fMRI compatibility and force perception on a GE Discovery MR750 3 Tesla MRI scanner, with a 32 channel Nova Medical head coil. The scan protocol was gradient echo EPI with a 1.57s flip angle. All scan runs were preceeded by 2nd order polynomial shimming and were sandwiched by fieldmap scans. After scanning, the fMRI images were slice time corrected, motion corrected - ceiling axis) and in angle. The latter mount allowed us to measure forces applied from the robot at the end effector along any of the main axes (x, y, z) and directions (positive, negative). The procedure was a two step iterative approach. First, without any force calibration, we had the robot apply forces and collected the measured forces from the scale. We then, using linear interpolation, found the coefficient k between the desired forces and the applied forces (F_{desired} = k * F_{measured}). Once this iterative process was done (found coefficient k), we could implement the force calibration in our robot's server: F_{sent-to-robot} = (1/k) * F_{task}. We would not use any constant coefficient to avoid jerk within low forces. Forces along the x and z axis were contained inside +/-6.93N. Forces along the y axis were contained inside +/-4.21N. Along any direction, we decided to take force steps of 0.17N, leading to 80 measurements along x and z axis and 51 along y axis. The y axis has less measures because this axis saturates faster than others due to motor constraints associated to our robot's Jacobian.

Deflection Calibration: The mount for the deflection calibration consisted in having the robot's end effector at the zero position, attached to a tripod, so that it could not move along any axis nor direction. The procedure was again a two step iterative approach. We first ran run an automated script to have the robot apply forces along every axis (x, y, z) and every direction (positive, negative). Along every axis, forces were contained inside +/-3N, with increments of 0.1N. For every force sent to the robot, we automatically saved the force sent and the estimated end-effector position by the robot into a text file. We could then, for every axis, plot the relationship Position - error = k * F_{applied}. By using a linear regression technique, we extracted the coefficient k and corrected the position error.

Force Perception: For this experiment, we reproduced the same environment as if patients were inside the fMRI. The patients laid down on a table with pillows to make the experiment more comfortable. We then applied 300 pairs of forces, with a 3 second break in between and each force applied for 4 seconds, and another 2 second force ramp up and cancellation (sigmoid type). For every pair, the subjects were given five options: 1. "could not feel force 1", 2. "could not feel force 2", 3. "could not feel any force" 4. "force 1 was stronger than force 2", 5. "force 2 was stronger than force 1". The subjects had a keyboard next to them in order to give their answer after every pair of forces. Subjects answers were then collected into a text file to conduct further data analysis.

fMRI Scanning: All fMRI scans were conducted at Stanford University's Center for Cognitive and Neurobiological Imaging on a GE Discovery MR750 3 Tesla MRI scanner, with a 32 channel Nova Medical head coil. The scan protocol was gradient echo EPI with a 16cm field of view sampled at a 64x64 resolution (2.5x2.5x2.5 mm^3 voxels), a 1.57s repetition time, a 28ms echo time, and a 72° flip angle. All scan runs were preceeded by 2nd order polynomial shimming and were sandwiched by fieldmap scans. After scanning, the fMRI images were slice time corrected, motion corrected.
(SPM), spatially undistorted using fieldmaps, and analyzed to compute temporal signal-to-noise. A subject-customized bite-bar minimized head motion. All runs (265 sec each) had frame-to-frame head motion >0.1mm or overall head motion >1mm.

FMRI Analysis: Temporal noise-to-signal computations used the median neural response distribution obtained by regressing out a line from each voxel’s time series, computing the absolute value of the difference between successive time points, dividing the result by the mean of the original time series, and then multiplying by 100. Surface registration was done using FreeSurfer, and all surface images were plotted using Freeview.

Haptic Data: Motions were right handed. The haptic control loop was ~7450Hz. As part of the haptic control interface, haptic trajectories were filtered with a second order Savitzky-Golay filter (programmed in C++) to remove high frequency noise and estimate derivatives. Trajectories were down-sampled to 100Hz using a cubic spline to simplify figure plotting.

Human Subjects: Subjects were healthy right-handed males with no history of motor disorders: F1, 26yr, 148lb, 5’7”; F2, 23yr, 166lb, 6’0”; F3, 19yr, 137lb, 5’8”; F4, 22yr, 115lb, 5’7”. Informed consent was obtained in advance on a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Stanford University.
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